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Legal 
Notice
Read this notice very carefully. It is recommended that you obtain independent legal advice before engaging in any activity pertaining to 
this document.

Neither we nor any third-party service provider shall be liable for any form of damage or loss, direct or indirect, that may be incurred by you 
as a consequence of reading this whitepaper, or other materials produced by Electric Token, or found via the Electric Token website at 
https://www.electric-token.io

NO OFFERS OF SECURITIES, ADVICE OR SOLICITATION
This whitepaper is intended for informational purposes only. It is not intended to be investment advice, solicitation of any kind, nor an 
endorsement. Any decisions or actions taken on the basis of information presented in this whitepaper, the Electric Token website, or other 
content, is done so at your own risk and discretion.

FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
Certain information set forth in this whitepaper includes forward-looking information regarding the future of the project, future events and 
projections. These statements may be identified by, but not limited to, words and phrases such as ”will“, “estimate“, “believe“, "expect“, 
"project“, "anticipate“, or other words of similar meaning. Such forward-looking statements are also included in other publicly available 
materials such as videos, blog posts, interviews, etc. Information contained in this whitepaper constitutes forward- looking statements and 
includes, but is not limited to:
§ the projected performance of the project
§ completion of the campaign
§ the expected development of the project
§ execution of the project‘s vision and strategy
§ future liquidity, working capital, and capital requirements

The forward-looking statements involve a variety of risks and uncertainties. Should any of these risks or uncertainties materialise, the actual 
performance and progress of Electric Token might differ from expectations, as shown in the forward-looking statements. These statements 
are not guarantees of future performance and no undue reliance should be placed on them. Electric Token undertakes no obligation to update 
forward-looking statements if circumstances change. By acting upon forward-looking information received from the whitepaper, Electric 
Token websites, and other materials produced by Electric Token, you bear full responsibility in the case of forward-looking statements not 
materialising.

No Guarantees
There is no guarantee that the Electric Token platform will be a success. Similarly, there is no guarantee that the value of Electric Token 
will rise. You are advised to thoroughly assess the risks and uncertainties involved, before making any decisions. No promises in terms of 
token value or future performance are made.

Exclusion of Liabilities
Electric Token makes no representations or warranties whatsoever, and disclaims all liability and responsibility, to the maximum extent of 
the law, for any statement or informative material communicated. The Electric Token team takes all reasonable steps to ensure the integrity 
and accuracy of information communicated by them.

Upon taking any action after reading information presented in this whitepaper, the Electric Token website, or other content produced by
Electric Token, you confirm that:

This whitepaper, the Electric Token website, or any other material produced by Electric Token, is not an offering, solicitation or prospectus
of any kind.

§ Electric Token is exempted from any direct or indirect liability to the maximum extent of the law.

§ You have a good understanding of the key components of blockchain technology and understand how blockchain operates. Inaddition,
you fully understand how to use blockchain wallets, including safeguarding private keys.

§ You are aware of risks involved in the cryptocurrency industry, and are able to bear potential losses in full.



Introduction

The monopoly in the Brazilian power 
generation market worked quite well 
for along period, with increase in 
electricity supply capacity by over 
500% in between 1950-1990.  Over the 
last two decades, however, the 
performance of the power grid has 
become very poor, forcing the federal 
government to take over 26 US$ billion 
liabilities in debts, resulting in a price 
increase by almost 70%, in order to 
rescue the system from becoming 
bankrupt. 

Despite this intervention, the system 
continued to deteriorate over the next 
decade. The threat of electricity 
shortages associated with the state-
owned company’s lack of investment 
capacity triggered a comprehensive 
reform of the electrical sector. 

Brazil is currently the largest electricity 
market in Latin America and is an 
important global emerging market, but 
smart grid deployments have been 
slowed by regulatory and technical 
hurdles.

The virtual monopoly of the state 
owned electricity companies have put 
the consumers at a gross disadvantage, 
retaining the power in the hands of 
these electricity companies.

Consumers are faced with high costs, 
increasing levels of middle-men in 
electricity contracts, lack of flexibility 
to choose the supply of power, limited 
options to have a peer-to-peer trading 
of excess power.

Electric Token aims to solve these 
problems by providing a 
comprehensive and transparent 
platform, that brings together the 
demand and supply side of the 
Brazilian electricity market.
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The Problem

The current power distribution 
ecosystem in Brazil is dominated by 
power generation and distribution 
monopolies. 

There are three major players in this 
scenario:

Consumer: The consumer is at an 
unfavourable scenario where he usually 
does not have the power to choose his 
energy source, and has to take energy 
from the grid dominated by these 
monopolies. He also has low 
accountability, and is not incentivized 
to invest in renewable energy.

Power Generation 
Companies

Power Distribution 
Companies

Figure 1: Current Ecosystem of Power Distribution in Brazil

Prosumer: A prosumer is a consumer who 
also produces energy. They usually have 
surplus energy and is forced to sell the 
surplus energy to the grid at a very low 
price, with no incentives to improve 
productivity. Also since the quantities 
produced are variable, and usually a fraction 
of what major players produce, he/she is not 
in a position to command good prices. 

Producer: Usually has major power 
facilities and sells the energy into the energy 
produced to the grid; They get wholesale 
price for the energy sold, resulting in very 
low return on investment. They usually rely 
on governmental subsidies to cover their 
costs.
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The core issues in the current electricity 
ecosystem are discussed below:

For Consumers 
§ Monopoly: The top power producers 

hold a virtual monopoly over the 
electricity market in Brazil. This has 
historically lead to poor customer 
service and unfavourable pricing. The 
consumers are forced to buy from 
these players, in spite of these lacunas 
due to the monopoly held by these 
players.

§ Lack of Transparency: Lack of 
transparency arises from a consumer 
standpoint because they are not aware 
of the source of energy, and the 
possible carbon footprint of the energy 
that they are consuming. So even if the 
consumers want to move to clean 
energy, they are forced to consume 
what is available on the grid, rather 
than having the freedom to choose 
from a range of alternatives.

§ Limited Choices: Due to the lack of 
flexibility to chose their power source, 
consumers are often faced with limited 
choices to choose from. This further 
contributes to the problem of 
monopoly from the supply side.

For Prosumers
§ Low prices: One of the critical 

problems faced by prosumers is that 
they are forced to sell their surplus 
power at very low prices. Due to 
fluctuating production, prosumers are 
also not in a position to command 
prices for their supply.

§ Barriers to Clean Energy: In the 
absence of peer-to-peer trading, there is 
a clear difficulty for renewable energy 
prosumers to sell their excess power.

For Producers
§ Poor Consumer Credit: In the 

absence of a decentralized credit 
database, retailers are currently unable 
to filter out consumers with poor credit, 
resulting in higher costs to consumers.

§ Low ROI: Since all power producers 
sell energy to the grid, which is driven 
by wholesale pricing, producers are 
usually faced with low returns on their 
investment, which discourages further 
investment in the facilities.
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The Electric Token Platform - The Solution

The Electric Token platform will be the 
link between the energy and the crypto-
currency markets; The platform will be 
based on the distributed decentralised 
mechanism, that is aimed to rejuvenate 
and nourish the global energy markets.

Founded by a team of engineers working 
closely with creative professionals in the 
energy and blockchain sector, Electric 
Token platform aims to revolutionize the 
Brazilian energy market, addressing the 
need for transparency and security in the 
market.

The platform will be the Marketplace 2.0, 
providing a sustainable use case for Electric 
Token. Using smart contracts over the 
blockchain the platform will bring together the 
demand and supply side of the energy market in 
Brazil, eliminating the need for middlemen, and 
providing enhanced transparency for producers 
and consumers.

Benefits

The platform will be free for ETR token holders 
(those who have more than 50 ETR tokens in 
their e-wallet) and will have the following 
benefits:

§ Consumers can now have the freedom of 
choosing the lowest retailer or energy 
provider. This ensures that they get the best 
possible deals from the available suppliers.

Figure 2: Solution Overview

Electric Token Platform

Consumers

§ Peer-to-Peer Energy Trading
§ Retailer Advertising
§ Pay Utility Bills
§ Minimum ETR trading deposit

Producers

§ Solar
§ Hydro
§ Thermal
§ Biomass
§ Prosumers

§ Residential
§ Commercial
§ Industrial

Blockchain

§ Smart Contracts
§ eWallet and Cold Storage
§ Peer-to-Peer settlements
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§ People can also use the platform for 
trading surplus electricity generated.

§ The platform also provides carbon credits 
for green energy transactions.

§ Consumers who have the Electric Token 
can pay for the services using the token. 
There are no monthly subscriptions - only 
minimum ETR deposit (both producers 
and consumers).

§ Moreover, loyal consumers who have a 
specific amount of token in their wallet 
will get a 1% airdrop till the release of the 
platform.

Challenges
Even though the energy markets have been 
deregulated, several challenges exist in the 
market place that prevent entry for private 
electricity suppliers. The monopoly continues 
to hold good, with legacy players still holding 
a major share in the market. From a consumer 
acquisition standpoint, challenges include 
investments in infrastructure, capacity 
building to handle high-volume and low value 
consumer orders.

Government subsidies for renewable energy 
are aimed at boosting the supply of clean 
energy till minimum thresholds are reached. 
Moreover, Government subsidies take a long 
approval process, especially in developing 
countries. 

Participants in the Ecosystem

Demand Side
§ Residential consumers
§ Commercial consumers
§ Energy resellers

Supply Side
§ Prosumers
§ Residential energy producers
§ Electric vehicles
§ Battery storage systems

Other Players
§ Commodity traders
§ Third party auditors
§ Risk management teams
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The Market

Brazil is the largest electricity market in 
Latin America and the third largest in 
the Americas, behind only the United 
States and Canada.
According to the Brazilian 
Development Bank (BNDES), the 
Electrical Power Sector is expected to 
receive investments of approximately 
US$65 billion between 2015 and 2018. 

This estimate is based on the generation 
and transmission auctions that have 
already taken place, as well as studies 
conducted by the Brazilian Energy 
Planning Agency (EPE). The large 
majority of these investments are in 
generation (US$40 billion), of which 
US$18 billion are forecast for 
hydropower projects.

The estimated 2016 market for Brazil’s 
Electrical Power Systems Sector, which 
encompasses generation, transmission, 
and distribution (GTD) equipment, is 
projected to have reached US$5.5 
billion and expected to grow three 
percent in 2017. 

Imports are estimated to have amounted 
to US$993 million in 2016, with about 
ten percent being from the United 
States.

Figure 3: Governance Structure of Electricity in Brazil
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Brazil’s electricity market is regulated 
by the National Electricity Agency 
(ANEEL), while the Ministry of Mines 
and Energy (MME) leads energy policy 
developments. 
ANEEL regulates public tenders for 
electricity sold to distribution utilities, 
sets tariffs for residential consumers in 
the regulated market, and is responsible 
for maintaining an economic balance 
that enables distributors to cover 
operating costs and recover an adequate 
return on investment. 

Meanwhile, a liberalized and 
unregulated system governs the trade of 
electricity between independent energy 
suppliers, and industrial consumers 
have the option of purchasing from the 
unregulated market.

Brazil is home to more than 125,639 
kilometres of electricity lines with a 
total capacity of 157 GW. According to 
the latest available statistics, regulated 
market accounts for about 75% of the 
energy, and the free market accounts 
for about 25% of the energy. This 
presents an immense scope for the 
platform in Brazil.

Figure 4: Brazilian Electricity Map

Figure 5: Distribution of investments in Energy, in Brazil
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Blockchain Technology

A blockchain is a public ledger of 
records. It is decentralized, independent, 
auditable, and permanent database that 
is replicated in multiple locations by a 
sharing-driven community. The data is 
maintained in blocks, which follow a 
cryptographic validation method, 
ensuring anonymity and security.

Each of these block references are 
identified by a hashing function, 
forming an unbroken chain. The 
blockchain is an open, distributed ledger 
that can record transactions between two 
parties efficiently and in a verifiable and 
permanent way. For use as a distributed 
ledger, a blockchain is typically 
managed by a peer-to-peer network 
collectively adhering to a protocol for 
validating new blocks. 

Smart contracts are exclusive to the Ethereum 
based blockchain, which ensures that the value 
of tokens, exchanged between the incentive 
creator (buyer) and the incentive taker (seller), 
remains committed and secure. The seller is 
committing to perform the relevant processing 
tasks to receive the incentive (tokens).

All these transactions take place in a virtual 
environment which is secure, hack-proof and 
reliable, ensuring privacy and authentication. 
Smart contracts can:

§ Function as 'multi-signature' accounts, 
acting as an escrow mechanism

§ Manage agreements between users
§ Provide utility to other contracts (similar to 

how a software library works)
§ Store information about an user, such as 

identity information, reputation etc.
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TokenOffering

Softcap Limit: USD 50,000 (for paying the  
development of the platform, and marketing strategy  
costs)

Hardcap Limit: USD open-cap (50% will be invested
in gold & stocks, 30% are the marketing costs –
sellers rewards, 15% for the ETR company – The
Electric Token Platform project & door to door
business, 5% for the liquidity pool)

Further token issues :
No. A single token issue within the ICO.

A total of 300,000,000 ETR Tokens will be  
created, of which 180,000,000 tokens will  be 
available at the time of the ICO.

Electric Token will launch the ICO in 4 contribution
phases; starts in September 2018 and ends in
October 1.10.2019. Early backers will have the
option to get ETR at the discounted price.

The project was started mainly with founder own
funds, which are used to finance the structure of
marketing selling strategy & the start of
development of Electric Token Platform. As the
crypto-currency market is very volatile, ETR would
like to give more stability to the token with creating
2 back-up strategies, which will be applied to the
ETR token, when ICO finish and hit the exchange.

One is with investing 50% into gold and stocks and
put 70% (if it generate) from their generated profit
into the back-up of ETR token. The second one is to
create and build a door2door selling company of
electricity contracts in Brazil and put their 20%
generated profit into the back-up of the ETR token.

The funds raised in the ICO contribution phases
will be used for marketing & development costs of
the platform, crowdfunding affiliate rewards, live
events & seminars - educating the consumers about
benefits of blockchain in Brazil, buying gold,
developing the door2door selling company of
electricity in Brazil.

10%

10%

38%8%

12%

8%

14%

Usage	of	funds	for	theETR	platform

Software Development

Administrative		

Ecosystem Development

Marketplace Development

Support	of	Development	Community		

Consulting

Marketing Campaign

50%	

30%	

15%	
5%	

Open	cap	allocation

Gold	&	Stocks

Marketing	Campaign

ETR	company

Liquidity	pool



The token will hit the exchange in October
2019  Till then we are in contact with all the 
major  crypto-exchanges.

• You have to contribute with Ethereum.

• Minimum contribution is 200$.

• The contribution starts on 1.9.2018 on our  
official website:
https://www.electric-token.io

• Token distribution will happen after the
ICO contribution phases.

• It is possible to join our “ETR  
Ambassador” reward program & help us  
to get recognized all over the world.

Contribution phases

First contributionPhase:
Starts 1.9.2018 & ends  1.11.2018 
The price of one ETR  token is
0,35$

Second Contribution Phase:  
Starts 1.11.2018 & ends  1.1.2019 
The price of one ETR  token is
0,50$

Third Contribution Phase:  
Starts 1.1.2019 & ends  1.5.2019 
The price of one ETR  token is
0,60$

Fourth Contribution Phase:  
Starts 1.5.2019 & ends  1.10.2019 
The price of one ETR  token is
0,70$

Power of affiliate program

We decided to create an “ETR ambassador  
program” to run our marketing campaign with  
rewarding contributors trough affiliates links.

Our affiliate program is an idea of you selling  
products to people who in turn sell to other  
people who sell to other people … Most  
network marketers start off soliciting family  
members and friends. This network of people  
constitute your 'down line,' and their sales  
generate income for you. Whoever they recruit  
becomes part of their down line as well as  
yours. More people you bring on board, the  
better your income potential.

Customers can be anybody and everybody.  
Have a host or hostess invite your friends to see  
our product. You distribute products, sign  
people up, and the party-giver gets a free gift or  
a discount on her purchases. But it is important  
to keep you down line active. Don’t just sell a  
membership and then forget about your  
distributors. Help your down line signing up  
new prospects with offering moral support and  
organizing regular meetings.

Become an ETRAmbassador

Joining our ETR network marketing requires  
minimal upfront investment, work hours are  
flexible and you can do it part time from your  
home. The only thing you need is a sense of  
salesmanship. With some charisma, honest  
enthusiasm and people skills you can earn a  
substantial amount of money.

It's easy and it's fun. Just ask your promoter to  
give you an affiliate link and start work with  
us! If you do not have a promoter, visit our  
webpage and register for the program.
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Q2/Q3
2 0 1 7

Q4
2 017

Q1 /Q2
2 0 1 8

Q3 -Q4
2 0 1 8

Q1 – Q4
2 0 1 9

September 2017: Idea of the Electric Token Platform

December 2017: Research of the electricity market in Brazil

January - > April 2018:
• Whitepaper completion.
• Founder private placement for the start development of ETR project and the Electric token  

platform.
• Completion of the ETR team.

October - > November -> December 2019:
1. ICO– First contribution phase,1.9.2018 – 1.11.2018*
2. ICO – Second contribution phase 1.11.2018 – 1.1.2019*
• Brand and Token Awareness throughout Brazil, ETR live presentations, Seminars, Blockchain  

events,..
• Agreements with potential consumers & producers of ETR platform.
• ETR ecosystem developement in Brazil.

2019
3. ICO – Third contribution phase 1.1.2019 – 1.5.2019*
4. ICO – Fourth contribution phase 1.5.2019 – 1.10.2019*
• Roadmap update / Whitepaper update / ETR Rebrand
• Two new strategic partnerships.
• ETR Special airdrop.
• Launch of private alpha Electric token platform.
• ETR token hits the exchange.
• Public Beta launch of Electric token platform.
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Roadmap and Milestones

ETR tokens will be listed on exchanges as soon as the token economics is completed.
Currently, we are in talks with the top exchanges in the major geographical regions in which
ETR will be operating. We aim to be listed on at least the top three exchanges in each of
these geographical regions in order to facilitate easy trading and usage.

*ICO CONTRIBUTION PHASES



https://www.facebook.com/electric.token

https://twitter.com/Electric_token

Electric Token Official

https://www.electric-token.io

info@electric-token.io

https://www.instagram.com/ETR_Token/


